
INTRODUCING MILLENNIUM PLEXUS
WIRELESS ACCESS CONTROL MANAGEMENT WITH FLEXIBLE OPTIONS FOR ANY SIZE 
INSTALLS 



WHAT IS MILLENNIUM PLEXUS?

Our Millennium Plexus Wireless 
Door Controllers – with mesh 
network technology provides the 
best option for the elimination of 
lengthy wire runs, conduit, and 
trenching, allowing you to say 
goodbye to costly and time-
consuming installation jobs. Now 
you can install access control in hard 
to reach places with ease.



WHY MILLENNIUM PLEXUS?

Save Cost
Eliminates the need for 

the door to door 
installation of RS-485 
wiring resulting in an 

approx. 30% cost 
savings.

Enjoy Stability
Mesh connectivity  

technology presents a 
more stable network 
than popular Wi-Fi 

enabled locks. 

Embrace Flexibility
Flexible to 

accommodate an all 
wireless Plexus door 
system, or a mixed 

wireless/wired 
architecture



WHERE TO INSTALL MILLENNIUM PLEXUS

• Warehouses

• Dorms

• Buildings with high ceilings

• Gas stations and rest stops

• Plastered ceilings 

• Historic buildings



PLEXUS NETWORK TOPOLOGY

LAN/WAN

Wireless 
network

Plexus DCD Plexus DCD

Plexus DCDPlexus DCD

P-SCU Server/PC



Main Features
MILLENNIUM PLEXUS WIRELESS MESH CONTROLLERS



Features
Wireless connection using mesh network technology- Same Millennium 

system, now equipped with wireless mesh capabilities. Same Millennium 
controllers with the addition of wireless technology to create a wireless 
network connectivity. 

Eliminates traditional wiring:- Millennium Plexus wireless controller 
eliminates the need for lengthy wire runs and complicated installations. 
Leads to an approx. 30% cost savings when compared to traditional RS-
485 wiring. (savings = install time and cost of wire)

More efficient power management - The Plexus wireless controllers are 
engineered for improved power performance with more efficient wiring 
for simplified installations. Controllers come pre-installed with power 
adapters and there is no need to change batteries like with wireless 
handles. 



Features
Long range wireless connectivity – Easily connect hard to reach or 

remote locations and multiple buildings without the need for wires. 
Connectivity with up to 150ft line of sight where each controller is a static 
node and acts as a repeater. For longer ranges, a signal extender can be 
added. 

Built in redundancies - Mesh network technology provides stable 
connectivity with node connections that act as redundancies using a 
technique known as self-healing. Self-healing allows a routing-based 
network to operate when a node breaks down or when a connection 
becomes unreliable. As a result, the network is typically quite reliable, as 
there is often more than one path between a source and a destination in 
the network. For example, if one controller goes down, the others stay up 
and can connect from other nodes to keep system functioning. Every 
node dynamically serves as a router for every other node to provide 
connection stability. 



Features
Stable connections - The wireless capabilities uses the Bluetooth 5 

wireless technology providing more stability than the regular Wi-Fi 
connectivity of traditional wireless handles. 

Scalable access control without disruptions - Designed with backward 
compatibility to all previous versions of the Millennium access control 
systems hardware and software. Does not require additional training for 
installs. 

Flexible solution for mixed architecture installs - Plexus provides the 
ability to scale wired sites with wireless additions. For sites with an 
existing Millennium system in place and a desire to expand using the 
wireless controllers, Plexus allows for multiple pattern connectivity 
creating systems that encompass both the wired and the wireless 
systems. 



HARDWARE COMPONENTS

Plexus Site Controller Unit
Supervisory controller with mesh 
network wireless and ethernet 
interfaces. Intended for use with Plexus  
Door Control Devices for wireless sites 
and with a network provisioner for mesh 
network DCD configuration.

(Optional) 

Electrical door jam
Electrical door jam for direct door frame 
install and hinge electrical wiring. Option 
available for purchase as an alternative 
to a traditionally wired door strike. 

Wireless repeater
Wireless network signal extenders for 
longer ranges. These re-broadcast the 
wireless signals received from one Plexus 
controller unit to another without a loss 
in signal strength. 

Plexus Door Controller Unit
Plexus DCD Single Door. Single reader 
wireless enabled  door controller 
intended for use with the Plexus Site 
Control Unit. Comes with a power 
adapter to be plugged into closest power 
source. 



OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED

For orders: customerservice@mgiaccess.com

w w w.mgiaccess .com/plexus
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